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SYNOPSIS 
	  

ONCE UPON A TIME VERÔNICA  
(Era uma vez eu, Verônica) 

Dir. Marcelo Gomes  
Brazil, France / 2012 / 91 min / DCP 
In Portuguese, with English subtitles 

Aspect ratio: 1.78:1 
 

Best Film, Best Actress – Amazonas Film Festival, Brazil 
FIPRESCI Award – FICG Guadalajara 
Special Mention – San Sebastian Intl. Film Festival 
 
Verônica is fresh out of medical school. It’s a crucial time in her life, a period filled with 
doubts and important decisions to be made: tough career choices, her intimate bond with her 
ailing father, and her active but chaotic love life. Verônica must deal with all of them as she 
tries to cope with the adult life that lies ahead.  
 
Once Upon a Time Verônica is a fairy-tale in reverse. There are no fairy godmothers, no 
weddings, and no dreams. Verônica’s story reveals itself through adventures, misfortunes, 
desires and songs.  
 
 
PRESS 
 
“Brazil's Marcelo Gomes leaps to the front rank of South American filmmakers with his 
sophomore feature…a superbly sensual character study of a young woman navigating 
emotional and professional crossroads…built around a stunning central performance by 
Hermila Guedes.”  
– Neil Young, The Hollywood Reporter 
  
 
“From its opening frames depicting group sex on the beach, Brazilian writer-director Marcelo 
Gomes's Once Upon a Time Veronica announces itself as a sensual experience.”  
– Danny King, The Village Voice 
  



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 

Veronica da Silva Fernandes is facing the daily conflicts of someone newly entering adult life 
and leaving youth behind. 

This was my starting point, as if I was opening the pages of an intimate diary, written in the 
first person – as if I could unveil Veronica’s diary at this very moment when her life was 
about to take an important turn. 

The film takes place in contemporary Recife, a big metropolis on the northeastern coast of 
Brazil where I ���was born and raised. I have plenty of my own memories of Recife – vivid 
details, affections, smells and images. Recife is Veronica’s habitat. I wanted to depict ���my city, 
I wanted to show how it has changed – its walls peeling and its colors fading away. I wanted 
to paint a portrait of my city through Veronica’s intimate existence. 

 
DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY 
 
Marcelo Gomes’ contact with cinema started with a cine-club he created in his hometown of 
Recife. Later, he graduated in Film Studies from Bristol University (UK) and directed a 
number of award winning short films. His first feature, Cinema, Aspirins and Vultures, 
premiered at Cannes’ Un Certain Regard in 2005 and received France’s Ministry of Education 
Award. It has since received more than 50 awards worldwide. 

In 2009 he presented I Travel Because I Have To, I Come Back Because I Love You at the 
Venice���Film Festival, a film he co-directed with Karim Ai ̈nouz. The film has won numerous 
prizes in many international festivals, including Toulouse, Havana, Rio, Paris and Barcelona. 

 
FILMOGRAPHY 
 
2012 ONCE UPON A TIME VERÔNICA 
2009 I TRAVEL BECAUSE I HAVE TO, I COME BACK BECAUSE I LOVE YOU (co- 

directed with Karim Ainouz) 
2005 CINEMA, ASPIRINS AND VULTURES	  
 
	   	  



INTERVIEW WITH MARCELO GOMES 

Q: Why was it important for���you to make a film about the uncertainties of a young 
woman from a cosmopolitan city? 

A: When I was in my mid-twenties I wished I had the chance to watch a movie in which I 
could see my hometown reflected. Looking back, I’ve also realized how much I adore female 
characters – Cabiria [The Nights of Cabiria], Monika [Summer With Monika], Julieta [Juliet 
of the Spirits], Blanche DuBois [A Streetcar Named Desire] – and I had a longing to outline a 
female character of my own. So I wrote a short story about Veronica, tracing a basic portrait 
of her life in Recife. Starting from an initial situation, which had Veronica heading to the 
beach and reflecting on her life, I developed this story in which she establishes a strong 
connection with the sea, because Recife is a city that is wide open to the ocean. 

Deep inside I had an ambition to make a tropical-existentialist kind of movie. There is a 
general idea that people can only have an existential crisis when they live in a��� cold place like 
Sweden, like in Bergman’s movies. It almost seems like someone living in a sunny tropical 
city cannot have doubts about their own life. Veronica is a bright young woman, but she is 
also apprehensive about her future. Those were the thoughts I had for the movie in its early 
stages. 

I’m not as young as I was twenty years ago. I’m thirsting to know what the concerns of 
today’s youth are, people who are around 25, 27, adults but not yet fully grown up. Therefore 
I conducted many interviews with women around Veronica’s age and from similar social and 
economic situations. 

The interviews actually confirmed some��� of my predictions, for example that contemporary 
society is more individualist and competitive. On the other hand,��� young people today enjoy 
greater individual freedom in terms of love, sex and professional choices, because their 
parents are not as oppressive as they were in previous generations. Despite all of that, today’s 
society compels us to be successful, to prove our value. One of the symptoms is this whole 
celebrity system that glorifies those who achieve the most. 

Three elements were essential in sketching Veronica’s character. She is a woman who needs 
to improve her professional life because she’s no longer a student and can’t use that as an 
excuse anymore; she has to face the obligations that come with maturity when her father 
becomes ill; and she must decide what to want and expect from her love life, whether it is in 
her horizon to build a family or not. 

Social relationships in contemporary society are very horizontal. In one way or another, 
Veronica carves out opportunities to contemplate her own future while at ���the same time 
managing her schedule in the hospital, taking care of her sick father, going out with friends, 
going to parties, etc. That’s what’s cool about her: She succeeds in finding moments for self-
reflection even in this chaotic, crazy modernity. 

Q: But the movie does not provide any answers to the audience… 

A: It wasn’t my intention to give answers. This movie is structured as a chronicle. The 
audience enters the movie theater, shares Veronica’s personal diary, which presents fragments 



of her life, and leaves without any answers, but with the joy of having shared the intimacy of 
a character about to blossom. 

Veronica is a young doctor who works, goes home, has a family and a social life, and enjoys 
sex. Someone who is sometimes in a relationship and has doubts about her life. So who is 
Veronica? The majority of world’s population! 

I believe it’s possible to make a cinema ���in prose, out of the ordinary events of an ordinary life. 
Veronica’s path is one that’s familiar to millions of people, and though her trajectory won’t 
offer you answers,��� you will be entertained by her personal journey. That’s why it’s a first-
person movie. 

Veronica doesn’t have the proper responses yet, though she sometimes feels this ���bold desire 
of seeing her life being made into a movie. Just like we all do once in a while – so we go to 
the movies. Veronica establishes a connection with the audience, as if she was telling them: 
“It’s possible to make a fable out of everyday life”. 

Q: Veronica’s father, Ze ́ Maria, has fallen ill, an event that serves ��� as a lesson that 
teaches how to deal with an imminent loss. What are the origins of her father’s 
character? 

A: First of all, we have to realize that he��� has both a male (Ze ́) and female name (Maria), 
which I’ve chosen to explore the fact of how he played the role of both father and mother in 
Veronica’s life. Ze ́ Maria represents an old fashioned Brazil: heavily unionized, with a strong 
sense ���of community and society, a time when ���it was perfectly normal to take a walk around 
the city center (most of which have now deteriorated in the larger Brazilian cities) and live in 
a decent home. This Brazil is fading away and what is taking its place is Veronica’s Brazil. 
She was raised according to good values, listening to frevo [a Brazilian traditional rhythm 
from the Northeast], playing guitar, reading books. But the conflict arrives when she 
graduates and, as a medical practitioner, has to face the real country she lives in. 

The character of Veronica’s father was in place from the very beginning of my writing 
process, as was the name of the main character, Veronica, which means “true image”. That 
was my goal: making a movie that is the true image of somebody. 

Q: The un-said plays an important role in the dramatic composition of your movies. 
How did you use it in Once Upon a Time Veronica? 

A: Through details, e.g. her relationship with Gustavo, the guy she’s dating. I recall a line of 
dialogue by Blanche DuBois in A Streetcar Named Desire: “The opposite of death is desire”. 
Veronica is just like that because she holds both Eros and Thanatos within herself: each 
moment when her feeling of loss increases she has sex. 

Another thing that isn’t put into dialogue ���is the city of Recife itself, a chaotic and noisy 
metropolis, with unbalanced social growth, tumultuous traffic and high rates of violence. This 
chaotic environment causes an internal chaos inside the people. There’s a great difference 
between deliberating while viewing a calm landscape and contemplating your deepest self 
while in the bustling midst of everyday life. It’s clear that there is some interference in 
Veronica’s mind caused by the disturbances of urban life. 



In one scene in the movie she’s playing guitar in her room, but suddenly quits and stares out 
the window and faces an immense, aggressive building, disturbing her music and the poetry 
she has been trying to compose around her. That’s another unstated component. It’s just there. 

Q: The things that are not said establish an interesting contrast with the scenes when 
Veronica starts practicing medicine, because she meets several patients who can’t even 
articulate clearly what is bothering them, they don’t know how to put their feelings in 
words... 

A: Yes, like in the scene when an old lady takes all her clothes off! The fact that I’m pursuing 
subjectivity within my characters explains why my films flirt these dramatic choices of not 
saying everything. What thrills me is to superimpose feelings, because this premise enables us 
to ensure subjectivity. The only way the old lady is able to express herself is by saying she’s 
burning inside, which causes astonishment in the audience, because they see a person with 
such a conflicted social life that��� she is unable to wonder about herself! I believe those 
ambiguous emotions build subjectivity. 

Q: How did you choose the three actors who play Veronica, her father Ze ́ Maria and her 
fiancé Gustavo? 

A: The first determining aspect was my will��� to work with a cast of Brazilian actors and 
actresses from the Northeast, because��� they would bring local flavor. Hermila Guedes, who 
plays Veronica, was born in Pernambuco, my home state; Joa ̃o Miguel (Gustavo) in Bahia 
and WJ Solha (Zé Maria) adopted Parai ́ba as his home long ago. The three of them bring their 
accents as well as a particular way of looking at the city of Recife. 

Hermila had this great ability to portray Veronica in many layers. She can be pretty and ugly, 
young and mature in the same scene. Since my first feature, Cinema, Aspirins and Vultures - 
which was also her first feature film as an actress - I’ve been eager to work with her again. 
The image ���of her as Veronica was so clear from the very beginning that I questioned my own 
certainty and decided to do some tests with several actresses from around Brazil, which 
exposed me to some great professionals. The last one to be tested was Hermila,��� and her 
dynamic with the camera was so breathtaking that I could not let the role go to any other 
actress. 

During the cast preparation we designed everyday situations for the characters: targeting a 
more naturalistic performance and letting the character gradually rise ���up. The rehearsals lasted 
for almost a month, eight hours a day, until we reached the necessary simplicity for the acting. 
It was a key process for several sequences, including the sex scenes, which had to be tender 
and delicate. 

Q: During Veronica’s trajectory as a psychiatrist she has to attend to patients who come 
from various different backgrounds. How did you manage to find and recreate those 
stories? 

A: I visited several hospitals and psychiatric clinics, spent long periods in waiting rooms of 
public hospitals observing the routine, and had a considerable number of meetings with 
medical experts. In the course of the research I found some doctors who actually write short 
stories with this environment as part of the central plot, like Cris Bezerra, a practitioner from 



Recife. I took account of the narrations that these people gave me, but recreated them as 
fiction. 

Of course all of us involved in the movie did relevant research. I also took the actors to share 
in that reality for a while. In addition to that, we have an exciting mix of actors and non-actors 
in the film – who we deliberately don’t identify, because everybody is there with the same 
goal, to represent – whether or not they have actually lived such stories. And once again I 
have to mention the talent of Hermila Guedes, an actress who knows how to lead the actors on 
the set up to the same level���of intensity. This creative process obeys a style that I’ve been 
pursuing since Cinema, Aspirins and Vultures. I have to say that Mike Leigh [director of 
Happy Go Lucky and Secrets & Lies] has been a strong influence in my movies, especially in 
the way he works with the actors and the emotional temperature of their performance. 

Q: In terms of production, what difficulties did you have to overcome when shooting 
inside a public hospital? 

A: The hospital reserved a section of five square meters for our needs, the rest of the space 
was a common area. Regular patients were invited by the production crew to join the shooting. 
I believe that created a real connection between the professionals and non-professionals actors, 
even though I wasn’t pursuing a stylistic effect that called the audience’s attention to that. It 
was hard work reaching an organic mixture. Both ���in the scenes inside the hospital and the 
Carnival in the streets we wanted this detail that some people might call a “mistake”, mixing 
real life and fiction in a way that would challenge people’s beliefs. I started my career making 
documentaries, and ���in my view the unexpected is a welcome element to incorporate into art. 

Q: Throughout the development of the movie, how long did it take you to fully create 
Veronica as a character? 

A: We all discovered Veronica together. Day by day we added one more layer onto the 
character until we fully discovered her. I know it’s hard for an actor or actress to express a 
feeling, an unsaid word just with the eyes. Having dialogue makes it easier, but without it 
we’ve got to trust in the emotions. Hermila, I must say, has what we might call depth of field 
in her performance – that’s why she’s a movie actress. She presents a mysterious look that is 
demanded by cinema: with just one look she’s capable of expressing the character’s emotion. 

Her acting works like a musical score��� with nuances built slowly; she enchants the camera just 
like Medusa does. In the scene when Veronica hears from her father’s doctor the diagnosis of 
his disease, there is no dialogue, just Hermila and ���the camera. I think it’s brilliant because ���it 
looks like “nothing” is happening, but actually everything is happening at that very moment. I 
didn’t use shot/reverse shot: there’s no sense of cause and effect in that decoupage, only the 
feeling of the character, which determines how long the scene lasts. In all of my movies I 
attempt to achieve this goal: the emotion of my character establishes the length of a shot. 

Q: In your previous features – Cinema, Aspirins and Vultures and I Travel Because I 
Have To,��� I Come Back Because I Love���You – music plays an important dramaturgic role. 
In Once Upon ���a Time Veronica you’ve chosen some frevo, a Northeast Brazilian rhythm, 
as well as songs from Karina Buhr, a young contemporary singer and songwriter. How 
do you fit music into your work? 



A: I have a preference for using music as a dramatic component, almost a character itself, as 
seen in the sequences when ���the father plays old Brazilian music on ���his turntable or when 
Veronica goes to a concert of Karina Buhr. We live in a country that has music in its roots. 
Certain songs follow Veronica around her daily activity, e.g., when she sings to one of her 
patients. 

The soundtrack was selected to be ���in compass with the essence of each character. Ze ́ Maria, 
the father, lives inside his own memories from a nostalgic past���– a lost love, a once-charming 
downtown area of Recife, that is now gone. It��� justifies his scenes unfolding with polca ���[a 
rhythm derivative of Austrian-Hungary schrammelmusik], mazurka and frevo [a style of 
music created in Pernambuco, Brazil, back in 1910 and usually played during Carnival 
celebration] in the background. These are rhythms of a certain Brazil. Veronica, on the other 
hand, listens to Karina Buhr’s pop-style songs and enjoys her lyrics about love, desire and 
death. The songs that embrace Veronica challenge the character’s beliefs and also represent 
the country’s youth. 

Q: Could you explain how it was editing a movie that has the task of exposing the 
internal concerns of the leading character? 

A: Karen Harley, the film editor, and I watched the raw material in different moments of the 
process and gradually realized the dramatic rhythm of a movie that intends to be an existential, 
intimate, loving personal diary. Once Upon a Time Veronica cares for its characters’ 
emotions, which makes it crucial to have some moments of silence, allowing Veronica to 
ponder life. 

The editing process was defined by three long periods with large breaks in between. ���I prefer 
working with Karen on the material for a certain period of time and then to detach ourselves 
for a while, leaving it there, maturing – like wine. Then we come back later on and look at it 
from a different perspective. In the next stage we are more likely to find the proper rhythm, its 
tune sketching the path of the character. For this movie, it was fundamental to have a precise 
balance between Veronica’s professional, family and social life, to crisscross those spheres 
and establish intersections in order to build an organic piece. 

That’s how editing a film works: a cross hatch that reveals itself gradually. Our film aims to 
be similar to a literary chronicle��� in which the events, the revelation of Veronica’s private 
world as well as her city are all equally important. We made the decision to let our audience 
stay side by side with Veronica at all times, making them her companion in her search for 
maturity. 

	    



CAST

Hermila Guedes 
W. J. Solha 
João Miguel 
Renata Roberta 
Inaê Veríssimo 

Verônica 
Zé Maria 
Gustavo 
Maria 
Ciça 
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Producers 
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Brazil, France / 2012 / 91 min / DCP 
In Portuguese, with English subtitles 

Aspect ratio: 1.78:1 


